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or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/

All r*ns are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start unless stated.
All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction.
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HARES

2nd October 2017
2050
The Wok Inn, Shortgate
BN6 9HY
Cliffbanger & Bushsquatter
Directions: East on A27 to Lewes. Straight on at first roundabout then left at 2nd through Cuilfail tunnel. Right on A26 and
first right on B2192 through Ringmer. Pub on right 5.5 miles. Est. 25 mins.
9th October 2017
2051
Poacher, Hurstpierpoint
287 163
Cyst Pit
Directions: A23 to B2117 Hurstpierpoint exit, right at T junction, straight over roundabout & next right for village c/p. 15
mins.Pub is on north side of the high street about 5 minutes walk. Run will be from c/p. Est. 15 mins.
16th October 2017
2052
Windmill, Littleworth
194 205
Whose Shout/Chopper/Coops
Directions: A23 north to A272. Right at T junction, stay on A272 through Cowfold then either first or second left. Pub on
right approx 1.5 miles. Est. 20 mins.
23rd October 2017
2053
Jolly Jack Tar-ners, Staplefield
274 284
Mudlark
Directions: A23 to Slaugham turn. Right at t-junction for 1km then left and pub opposite. Est. 25 mins.
TRAFALGAR HASH – PLEASE DRESS APPROPRIATELY!
30th October 2017
2054
Crown Inn, Turners Hill
Directions: A23 north to Handcross. Right on B2110. At t-junction with
B2036 turn left, then right at Cowdray Arms back on B2110. Straight
across at Crossroads and pub on right. Est. 30mins.
HALLOWEEN HASH – PLEASE DRESS APPROPRIATELY!
6th November 2017 2055 Cock Inn, Ringmer 440137 Airman Bob
Directions: A27 east to Lewes. Left at 2nd roundabout through Cuilfail
Tunnel then right on to A26. Pub on left approx. 2 miles. Est. 15 mins.
ononononononononononononononononononononon
RECEDING HARELINE:

Nothing to see here. Volunteer NOW!

HASHING AROUND:
BARNES H3 #1714 – 18/10/17 The Surrey Oaks, Parkgate Rd,
Parkgate RH5 5DZ Hares: Bogeyman & Roaming Pussy – birthday trail.
HASHTINGS H3 – OXFORD H3 visit to Eastbourne 3-5/11/17
Hastings H3 5/11/17 1066 (11.06am) from Phoenix Causeway car park.
On on John Harvey Tavern, upstairs room. Numbers, names and food
choices from website by 29/10 please!
CRAFT H3 #106 - Friday 10/11/2017 [to be confirmed].
OCH3’s Wooden Chew has taken over his local, the Garibaldi Reigate,
as a Community Pub. Trail will be around Reigate ending at the Garibaldi.
ononononononononononononononononononononon
Thought for the day: Today’s rain is tomorrows beer. Which

might go some way to explaining why the desert lands have
such a sense of humour failure!

343 356

Bouncer

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
25-27/05/2018
Sept. 2018
17-19/05/2019
16-19/08/2019

World Interhash - Nadi, Fiji
Mother Hash 80th Anniversary event – Visit www.motherhash.com for more details.
Interscandi HALLSTAHAMMAR, SWEDEN – http://wagh3.vpsite.se/INTERSCANDI-2019.html
EURO HASH 2019 – On on to cruise Scotland. https://eurohash2019.com/ Full - register for cancellations.
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon

REMINDER: UK Nash Hash 2019, Kelso near the borders, Scotland. 23rd to 26th August 2019
EARLY BIRD price of £125 expires 31st October 2017 – Get your registrations in quick to secure this price!
We’d like to see a good contingent from BH7, and now you’ve all tried a hash weekend, this brilliant event is the
logical next step.
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BH7 40th/ CRAFT 10th anniversary camp out BHRFC
After discussion with Chopper, Brighton RFC and checking the Brighton events page, it seems there is no barrier to us holding
the 40th on the weekend of 8th to 10th June 2018, which is lucky as it is the actual date for our 40th birthday. The initial
meeting with the RFC was positive – they seem willing to, and can provide all our requirements and are happy to allow us to
source our own beer. Whether the event goes ahead at the rugby club or not will depend on what price they will be looking to
charge but at the time of writing we are still awaiting e-mail confirmation. All help and opinions appreciated!
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon

Dear all,
Previous BH7 takeovers of Bevendean Parkrun supporting those
dedicated volunteers of, well let’s be honest, a Parkrun event in need
of support, have been an enjoyable success. Since we last took over
Bevendean they have a new volunteer core group who are equally in
need of support. Hopefully you agree and I propose 18th Nov for the
next BH7 takeover. It would be good to have runners as well as
volunteers. From a volunteering front if you can make it let me know
along with any desired roles. If the 18th Nov is no good please provide
alternative dates to throw in the hat.
Volunteer roles:
Run Director
Marshal
Barcode scanner
Timekeeper
Tail runner
Pre-event setup
Finish tokens
Run write up
Previous BH7 takeovers:
Event #62
Event #54
On on,
Cyst Pit
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon

WELCOMING OXFORD HASH TO LEWES – 3-5/11/2017
Oxford Hash are coming down to Eastbourne on weekend of November 3rd. Hastings Hash are setting the Sunday trail
( Nov. 5th) for them starting at the Phoenix Causeway Car park in Lewes at 1066 (11.06am). On afters are at the John
Harvey pub. We have booked an upstairs room but need to know numbers and names for food by October 29th. Menu
etc on our web site at http://www.hastingshhh.co.uk/. Oxford would like to see both Hastings and Brighton hashers turn
out on the Sunday.
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon
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Coolbox’s ski hash. 4 places available at 27 September:
Chalet Angelo, Corvara, Sella Ronda in the stunning Italian Dolomites. https://www.colletts.co.uk/winter/ski-chalet-angelo-corvara/

Date: from Sunday, 28th January to Sunday 4th February 2018
Cost is around £ 705.00 per person if we fill all 20 places excluding travel. Most of our party have booked with EasyJet:
Outwards: flight EZY 8061 departs Gatwick 08.40 on Sunday, 28th January and arrives at Venice at 11.50
Return: flight EZY 8072: departs Venice at 18.50 on Sunday, 4th February and arrives at Gatwick 20.00
(afternoon flight recommended to allow time for transfer back to Venice airport from resort )
Happy to help with any questions on numbers below or dmsl@waitrose.com

Gotta love a bit of Hallowe’en body paint

(and other witches):

REHASHING
Mile Oak Tavern Location wise this pub is excellent, allowing swift access
to the Downs, but has traditionally suffered in the beer stakes and again
only Doom Bar available tonight. The friendliness of the staff, allowing us
to bring our own grub in from the takeaways opposite (as well as the new
Co-op taking up half the car park!), goes some way to addressing that
shortfall. A short street stretch and we were soon heading up Southwick
Hill peeling off for what felt like a trespass on a distinctly untrodden
‘path’. On was called towards Truleigh, then at the barn ‘on’ was called
towards Truleigh and, since it was a bloody long way those of us who found
the fishhook had to turn back before turning on towards Truleigh. Finally
leaving that flinty path behind we joined the flinty South Downs Way past
the aerials to the check through the valley. Pirate was enthusiastically
telling everyone that he was now a farmer, having bought near Cowfold,
but when the cattle got skittish he shot over the fence and ran up the hill.
Bit to learn about the game yet methinks. The return seemed to go on as
long as the out trail, which shouldn’t be a surprise as it was pretty much
the same distance back along an almost parallel path, but finally we hit Mile Oak Farm to play echo games in the tunnel.
Hounds were seen running up and down back alleys, drives, and into gardens desperately trying to figure out what Pondweed
meant when he said the sip was outside the first house off the Downs, until finally his car was located on the left (could’ve
bloody said!) and we relaxed into the goodies [Local Knowledge was Bill Oddie, Bouncer was Tim Brooke-Taylor and Graeme
Cooper was Graeme Garden] before the final 100 yard assault on inn. Much nomming of fish and chips, and curry later, RA
stood to share the information for the chaps that if they get their missus pregnant in the next week, they would get two
weeks paternity leave during the 2018 World Cup! Hare Ride-It, Baby was then called along with last weeks hare Prof, as sip
provider Pondweed had already left with lurgi. Nic O was welcomed as a fully fledged Brighton Hasher having completed his
move from the West Country, but deserved a downer for promptly leaving us again on an extended tour Down Under. There
was some stuff about the new W&NK hash shirts being modelled by Boges and Roaming, and Pirate received the numpty mug
for his farming fail. Another great hash!
Plough Pyecombe The revelation in the car park that the run was a short 5 miles prompted conversation on how the definition
of short varies from hare to hare and perhaps Pondweed’s perceptions have been changed by his bloody daft idea to average a
marathon a week during his 51st year! At the very least, particularly this time of year as the eyes adjust once more to hashlight running, the old winter formula of 20 minutes per mile should have been applied maxing the run at 4ish! On on was called
while several, particularly walkers, were still gathering their thoughts which meant a bit of an untidy start as the hash popped
up to the church before the call went back down to the road to the village. Across the A23 it was straight up the hill for a
check where the hare called it left so we started to go left only for him to change his mind “straight on”. Ah, one of those
runs. Stumbling over Newtimber hill pack became increasingly separated with walkers sticking low to the edge, and torches
appearing from a myriad of directions. Armed with the knowledge from sweeper Anybody that we should head over to just
before Charlies and cut down I found an off trail way through to the Saddlescombe Road from where I headed to the roundabout and turned right on the A281 to head back to the pub. Torches were spotted parallel in the woods, and then a lot of
torches coming directly towards me – the pack going the wrong way! Yes, Hare had got lost on top and come down in totally
the wrong place so was now attempting a recovery. It was too much for JJ and Lisa who turned to join me on the homeward
trail where we found a fair number of gruntled hashers already in the pub. Recovering with good beer and grub we were soon
joined by the pack and eventually on to the circle. Hare was roundly lambasted, before Anybody also received along with
Bogeyman who’d twice fallen, but he claimed another faller in Bushsquatter who confessed, only for Boges to say he’d only
guessed but not witnessed it! In a rather harsh kangaroo court vote, Spreadsheet found himself unwilling recipient (he was
having a bad night after pulling a muscle and missing the hash, or maybe that was a good thing!) of a down down for steering
the 2nd stage relay runners off course within 100 yards of the start of their leg, setting us up for a day of similar activity
(see separate report). Pirate was then asked to explain how to
get to his place for next week but first had to dispense the
numpty mug. Opting not for the obvious hare, he did however,
preside over a renaming and Pondweed almost became (a drop
of) Pondscum, but popular vote went for Da Fukarwe. The
absent Parsnip was mentioned in dispatches for suggesting
that Pirate should employ lines of naked Dutch girls to plough
his farm and we were lost in the happy fog of the daydreaming
mind (although how that earns a numpty award beats me. Top
idea from a top girl!), and instead Bogeyman received it for
missing maths at school. Although the turnout was not huge we
still had the usual vote on Christmas Hash which basically went
along the lines of RiB saying “Hassocks?” Response: “Rah”. We
all went home happy so it must’ve been another great hash! Bx

HALLOWEEN FUN PART 1 – Family friendly:

REHASHING (continued)
Colt Farm, Cowfold Some folk arrived absurdly early for this r*n,
namely Angel, Come Again, Bogeyman and Roaming Pussy, who had all
taken part in the Saturday CRAFT as well as the Sunday Braai, but
stayed camped throughout. While others, your scribe included (well
alright, just your scribe), arrived so late they completely missed the
r*n! Our host had been singing the praises of the woods just to the
east, so that’s where the trail went first, before turning west
through the arboretum and out towards the Black Horse. A short
road stretch and pack found themselves doing a reverse of
Saturdays CRAFT amble to the pub to the on inn. Glasses charged
with the excellent beer courtesy of Pirate, and time to get on with
the cooking, however, the weather had a major part to play and a
heavy squall had us rushing to cover everything up. “It won’t last”
predicted Cyst Pit, and it didn’t, but when he announced that the
second lot was set-in (how did he know?), the blazing barbecue was manhandled into one of the many ramshackle barns by
hash ingenuity. Those who’d stuck it out then had a wonderfully merry time enjoying the offerings from the fire. On a gluten
free kick at the moment, for dietary reasons rather than health, Pirate accepted a wine downer, while co-hare Soggy Crack
received an appropriate soggy rainwater cupful! Keeping the entertainment short, Bogeyman had no hesitation in gifting RA
Bouncer the numpty for his weather fail, although the joke was further on the RA when his car managed to get embedded in
the mud on the way out! Another great hash? Nay, sayeth Wiggy, “the best night ever in Brighton Hash history”, which might
be exaggerating slightly but he obviously enjoyed himself. [For those asking about my courgette recipe, see page 9. Bouncer]
Duke of York, Sayers Common As Angel did the chalk talk Bouncer returned from laying down the sip, courtesy of Pirate,
and promptly got locked in the car so she delayed start to go to his rescue. Finally on our way, early marks found the playing
fields and lovely path behind, before we popped out to run past the
Convent. Checks were working well with the usual suspects getting
nicely muddled and pack kept together as we headed south, although
Local Knowledge was convinced we were due west! Even St. Bernard
was for once not where he thought he was, and as for Bogeyman,
first to the check after crossing the Albourne road, he didn’t even
know he was on a footpath! The story was later sorted out that he’d
arrived at the check on the footpath sign, and seeing a torch over
the fence said, “How did you get over there?”. “It’s my f’ing land”,
was the not too happy response, which only confused Bogeyman who
attempted to climb over. Lots of verbal was exchanged getting more
heated, as Angel tried to persuade pack onward, until the arrival of
the farmers wife took the language to another level. Ride-It, Baby,
with her dickhead torch, was in a Catch-22 as she was told to “stop
shining that f’ing torch in my face”, but risked causing greater
offence by not arguing to her face. As usual Charlie eventually put
them straight on public access law, pointing out his role with the
National Trust, Local Knowledge backing him up saying he also had a
farm, and the small voice of Pirate squeaked “and me!”. At least it
gave late arrivals Lily the Pink and You Stupid Bastard a chance to
catch up! Time was rushing on as we wiggled past the church and
through Albourne village, but we eventually reached the sip to find
“Rebel Without His Keys” (fka Dildoped) worrying about dead bodies
wrapped in a blanket, although Prof soon put his mind at rest that it
was just the beer and cakes. On Inn was straight down the road but,
this being an Angel hash there had to be a fishhook somewhere, and
there was, although only Angel herself, along with Neelia Hasher
and Prince Crashpian actually bothered. Ambience must have been
pleasant as, despite the late circle up (nearly 10.30), most of the
pack were still there for Lily the Pinks storytime which rightly had
the hares downed, some nonsense about Matt losing his bike, the
usual jesting about Bushsquatter falling over (Roaming thought the
crosses were where she’d slipped!) and Bogeyman rightly earning the
numpty award for public relationship offences. Another great hash!

There’s something strange going on in the graveyard:
A drunk staggered into a cemetery and fell into a freshly dug grave. Pretty soon a second drunk staggered by. ”Get me out of
here”, said the one in the grave, ”I’m cold”.
The other one looked over the edge and said, ”No wonder you’re cold, you poor guy. You don’t have any dirt on you”.

Are you a ...

or an...

Don’t get caught or...

Bit of a theme here...

I was walking in a cemetery this morning and saw a bloke hiding behind a gravestone. "Morning." I said.
"No" he replied, "just having a pee."

A man and woman were married for many years. Whenever there was a confrontation, yelling could be heard deep into the
night. The old man would shout, "When I die, I will dig my way up and out of the grave and come back and haunt you for the
rest of your life!" Neighbours feared him. The old man liked the fact that he was feared. Then one evening, he died when he
was 98. After the burial, her neighbours, concerned for her safety, asked: "Aren't you afraid that he may indeed be able to
dig his way out of the grave and haunt you for the rest of your life?"
The wife said, "Let him dig. I had him buried upside down. And I know he won't ask for directions."

Rehashing the relay
A very different relay race!
There have been occasions when organisers have been guilty of leaving too little notice for the relay and people had already
booked something else. This years’ came from the other end with too much notice being given, notwithstanding the confusion
over the date, swapping between Saturday 9th and Sunday 10th September, and early promises of support gradually dwindled
as the date drew nearer. Well we all have busy lives but it’s a shame that this should so readily be perceived as the one to
scratch if something else pops up. The result was that, as of the Monday before, Prof had a full team, Ride-It had half a team
and Bouncer, conspicuous by his absence over the school holidays, just had Angel after poaching her back from Pat! So the
decision was made to try for two teams, ‘Prof’ and ‘the rest’, and more reminders sent out to encourage people up to the Dyke
for an 8am start or advise availability. The good news was that a few runners were there for the 8am start, the bad news
being that they could only stay for the one, including Angel! Our first mistake was agreeing to pick Ride It Baby up, although
we should have known better from past years experience when we turned up at the designated time for her to start cooking
her pasta salad. Despite no pasta salad, and a ten minute warning, it still took her a further ten minutes to get her shoes on,
so we reached the corner before the Dyke to hear that first stage runners had already set off, forcing Angel to leap into her
shoes and attempt to head them off! At least it was a beautiful morning and the running was downhill, so after a brief visit to
the actual start we headed on to Foredown Tower to await their arrival. First in were Spreadsheet and St. Bernard, soon
followed by Angel, who’d caught Local Knowledge. As the last three set off home I took Bogeymans keys while he set off with
guest Mark, and Spreadsheet, who was running part of the route before peeling off to Devils Dyke to pick up his car. On to
the Rising Sun we had a considerable wait before the runners arrived to find that they’d tucked in behind Dave, missed the
Monarchs Way turn and come down the South Downs Way, adding on a couple of extra miles. Pat and Prof set off from here
to run together to Steyning Bowl where myself and Mudlark took over, and the day was established as a jolly joint venture of
non-competitive pairs! At Findon we arrived to find that Bogeyman had again got lost looking for the changeover but he soon
appeared to head off with Mark for Michelgrove. Prof and I took over here for the struggle up the hill and through the
Angmering mud, but managed to hit the Burpham road about a mile further up than we should’ve having missed a turn and
again adding miles. Pat and Nigel had already left Arundel when we got there, but we had plenty of time at Houghton as they
were enjoying the castle so much they also ran on to admire the views before realising they should be down at the river.
Boges and Mark continued their relationship on the climb up to Springhead Hill, where the former was leaving to be replaced
by Anybody for the afternoon shift. There was more confusion at Washington as the changeover was at the A24 rather than
the usual church, but Mudlark and I soon stumbled off up the hill, the former quickly building up a large gap, so I reached the
side path unsure whether he’d gone the walkers or bridle route up, opted for the former as the climb was shorter and had a
lonely run over to the bowl. Mike and Mark left when I arrived, but no sign of Nigel, so after waiting a few minutes we had to
shoot off to collect them. Prof stayed back but with Pat suffering her ongoing Achilles, she decided to start walking from the
cement works. Mudlark appeared some 40 minutes or so behind me having taken the bridlepath and waited for me to catch up,
then gone back to look for me when I didn’t appear, finally given up and tried the walkers path, getting lost in the process so
was none too happy when we regrouped at the Dyke. As we’d completed something of a circuit, with the weather starting to
turn, and runners feeling rather worn out and dishevelled, the mutual decision was made to call it a day, but someone else who
wasn’t too happy was Angel who’d returned to the fold for a 2nd leg only to be told she needn’t run. We then faced another
difficult decision, but having put out that we would be meeting in Lewes felt we had to go ahead to the John Harvey for the
beers, although the only definite extra, Come Again had now pulled out. Oh well, at least we could have a curry we thought,
only to find when we got there that Profs car had all called home to arrange dinner, and Angels mood deteriorated further.
And so, despite the beer, the relay day ended on a bit of a damp squib in Lewes, but there was better news ahead as Angel
and I headed back to the Welly in Shoreham, met Come Again and her brother Dipstick (Steve), and headed off to the Prithi
Raj in Lancing to close a day of endeavour properly in the time honoured fashion – a decent curry while Bouncer wandered
around in a worn out daze moaning and mumbling to himself. Another great hash relay!
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Bevendean Down parkrun # 83 - 02/09/2017 – Angel’s 100 parkrun
Thanks to the following hashers who ran for attending, as well as nonrunner Mr. Hanky:
Malcolm KEMP
Just Malcolm
24:09
VM70-74
Vincent PEGLEY
CoF
24:39
JM10
Louie PEGLEY
Louie the Lip
25:03
JM10
John (Bouncer) BIGGINS Bouncer
25:57
VM55-59
Brent CROWLE
Keeps It Up
26:39
VM45-49
Michael PEGLEY
Cyst Pit
27:29
VM45-49
Mary PORTER
Who Killed Kenny
30:35
VW40-44
Gabrielle (Angel) BIGGINS Angel
32:30
VW50-54
Cathy ARCHER
Radio Soap
38:58
VW50-54
Following which I had the idea to set-up a ‘parkrunning hashers’ group on
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/780776572082831/ which
has taken off rapidly, with lots of interest from the hash world.
Ideal for when hashers sneak away from events to knock out a cheeky
parkrun, such as Eurohash Krakow 2015 where the founders picture was taken, it’s also for any occasion where hashing and parkrun
meet, such as where hashers are on the core team, pubs/ breweries feature, or just random encounters etc.! Take a look. Bx

IN THE NEWS (hash disclaimer: may or may not be fake news)
Spare a thought for poor ole Michael O’Leary, Chief Executive of Ryan
air. After arriving in a hotel in Manchester, he went to the bar and
asked for a pint of Guinness. The barman nodded and said, "That will be
£1 please, Mr. O’Leary." Somewhat taken aback, O'Leary replied,
"That's very cheap," and handed over his money. "Well, we do try to stay
ahead of the competition", said the barman. "And we are serving free
pints every Wednesday from 6 pm until 8 pm. We have the cheapest
beer in England". "That is remarkable value", Michael comments.
"I see you don't seem to have a glass, so you'll probably need one of
ours. That will be £3 please." O'Leary scowled, but paid up. He took his
drink and walked towards a seat. "Ah, you want to sit down?" said the
barman. "That'll be an extra £2. You could have pre-booked the seat,
and it would have only cost you £1. I think you may be too big for the
seat sir, can I ask you to sit in this frame please".
Ryan Air in pilots crisis forcing 100’s of cancellations.

Michael attempts to sit down but the frame is too small and when he can't squeeze
in, he complains "Nobody would fit in that little frame".
"I'm afraid if you can't fit in the frame you'll have to pay an extra surcharge of £4
for your seat sir". O'Leary swore to himself, but paid up. "I see that you have
brought your laptop with you" added the barman. "And since that wasn't pre-booked
either, that will be another £3." O'Leary was so incensed that he walked back to
the bar, slammed his drink on the counter, and yelled, "This is ridiculous, I want to
speak to the manager". "I see you want to use the counter," says the barman, "that
will be £2 please." O'Leary's face was red with rage. "Do you know who I am?" "Of
course I do Mr. O'Leary."
"I've had enough! What sort of a Hotel is this? I come in for a quiet drink and you
treat me like this. I insist on speaking to a manager!"
"Here is his e-mail address, or if you wish, you can contact him between 9.00 am and
9.01am every morning, Monday to Tuesday at this free phone number. Calls are
free, until they are answered, then there is a talking charge of only £1 per second,
or part thereof". "I will never use this bar again".
"OK sir, but do remember, we are the only hotel in England selling pints for £1."

Wayne Rooney arrested for drink driving.

Labour party conference Brighton 2017.

Details of latest iphone launch released.

Spankmag Playboy founder Hugh Hefner found dead.

Rehashing the CRAFT campout
An insanely busy summer meant organising a CRAFT campout was low on my priorities, however, as no-one else had come up
with anything or volunteered to take it on, when Pirate and Soggy offered to host on their newly acquired farm, a short notice
campout was arranged. Initially thinking to meet about midday on the Saturday and crawl via a number of country pubs from
the farm to Horsham, grab a bite, then visit a few town pubs and cab back, the responses prompted a change of plan. A
revised meeting time was decided on and given the full thumbs up by Pirate, and so myself and Angel headed off for a 4pm
meet with Bogeyman, Roaming and Come Again at the farm. Negotiating the narrow lane, however, we found our passage
blocked by Pirate’s horsebox, a defence against travellers apparently, and a quick call to the aforesaid revealed he was in
Henfield, would be along in half an hour, and where was Tracey? So we amused ourselves by taking a stroll round the available
buildings and land, admired the orchard and greenhouses, and selected potential pitches for tent and campers alike. An hour
passed by which time we had established a base in pub #1 Gina de Campo (Boges & RP’s camper van, but we had beer!), and
were getting fairly merry when, a further half an hour on, Pirate eventually turned up! Down beers, shift horsebox, move
vehicles, pitch tent, official guided tour, and finally we were ready to roll off to the pub. At which point Soggy arrives and
somehow we end up going through it all again! Finally leaving our hosts to follow on, we set off to #2 the Black Horse,
Nuthurst to make our pre-booked meal time as recommended on the website. Despite the proximity to the Crabtree, the
Black Horse was chosen to eat at as the former, although better than it has been of late, is still not quite there as a pub, but
the stroll down gave us a great insight to the area Pirate has bought. Absolutely stunning views, including deer and the tree
place, and apart from the odd Gatwick bound plane overhead, no traffic to disturb it! Amazingly the anticipated hoards of
Saturday night eaters weren’t at this pub and we pretty well had the place to ourselves for quite a while, cue lots of silly
conversation as we eat, Pirate and Soggy joining us just as we finished our mains, so it would have been rude to crack on to
the White Horse, Maplehurst, and anyway, we were quite comfortable thank you! By the time food was done, we’d missed the
chance so ambled back while Pirate regaled us of his plans for the future, ideas bouncing around like lottery balls, to enjoy a
nightcap round the wood burner indoors. Sunday dawned to a light breakfast and all hands on deck getting things ready for
the ‘Braai’, a South African barbecue, where we were introduced to the concept of pink and blue jobs. While the rest of the
World endeavours to do away with traditional roles in the sexes, Soggy Crack knows just what she’s prepared to do (pink
jobs), and everything else falls to Pirate (blue jobs). We also had a hash to do but with Brighton coming on Monday we decided
against a local r*n so, given that it was Layby and Lunchbox’s birthday trail, four of us decided to head up to join W&NK H3
for their run in Westerham. A bit of a trek but well worth the effort for a lovely trail with a fantastic sip stop featuring
loads of cake, so Bogeyman was in his element. Cyst Pit had missed the CRAFT as he had to pick Radio Soap up from the
airport after her visit to North Korea, but they made it to the run and after, and the terrain we were running through,
complete with bullet cartridges on the ground, had me musing on Westerham in North Korea instead of Kent! There was the
usual entertaining circle but we decided to skip the pub to get back to the farm where there was plenty of beer laid on as well
as grub from Pirates makeshift barbie. And so passed a very pleasant afternoon in the sun with quite a few hashers making it
along. The main event for the hash though, was the following night, but Angel, Come Again, Bogeyman and Roaming were
staying over again so eventually I made my way home. Another great CRAFT campout hash!
Bouncers baked courgette’s – I used brie and feta but Bosom Boy assures me Taleggio even better, if whiffy!
Antonio's spring specials: Baked courgette or aubergine with cheese By Antonio Carluccio
This is delicious for a light lunch on a sunny Sunday and, although there’s a lot of work involved, it’s so worthwhile if you’re
feeding a crowd. Serves 8
For the tomato sauce
For the courgettes/aubergines
4tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
1kg (2lb 4oz) courgettes, trimmed and cut lengthways into 8mm (3/8in) thick slices,
2 garlic cloves or 1 small onion,
or 1kg (2lb 4oz) aubergines, trimmed and cut lengthways into 1cm (½in) thick slices
peeled and chopped
Plain flour, for dusting
1kg (2lb 4oz) ripe tomatoes, chopped, 3 large eggs, beaten
or 2 x 400g tins
A mixture of olive oil and sunflower oil, for shallow-frying
2tbsp torn basil leaves
600g (1lb 5oz) Taleggio cheese (from supermarkets), sliced
Salt and freshly ground black pepper 100g (3½oz) Parmesan, freshly grated
To make the tomato sauce, put the olive oil in a large saucepan with the garlic or onion,
and fry gently for 8-10 minutes until soft. Add the tomatoes and basil, and salt and
pepper to taste. Let the sauce gently cook for 20 minutes, or longer if you want a more
concentrated taste.
Take the slices of courgette or aubergine, dip them in flour and then in beaten egg. In a
frying pan, heat a mixture of olive oil and sunflower oil to a depth of about 2cm (¾in).
Working in batches, fry the vegetable slices until golden on both sides, around 5-8
minutes, then set aside on absorbent kitchen paper. Repeat until all the slices have been
fried. Preheat the oven to 200°C/fan 180°C/gas 6. Take a baking dish measuring about
20cm x 30cm (8in x 12in) and about 8cm-10cm (3in-4in) deep. Spread some of the sauce
in the base, add a layer of courgette or aubergine and a layer of Taleggio, then sprinkle
with Parmesan and add another layer of tomato sauce. Continue layering in this way until
you’ve used up all the ingredients, finishing with Parmesan.
Bake in the preheated oven for 30-35 minutes. Let it rest for a while then serve.

HALLOWEEN FUN PART 2 - Adult humour & the end of the end of the cake fails

How to get rid of a penis parts 1 and 2:
A man was not really happy about his dick, which at 50cm was actually too long.
He did not know what to do and went to a witch to ask for advice.
The witch thought for a long time before she said: “Walk into the forest and
you will meet a frog. Don’t kiss the frog! Ask the frog if it wants to marry you.
If it says "no" your dick will shrink by 10cm, but if it says ‘yes’ it will grow 10cm
so the risk is yours”.
The man thought about this for a while but decided it was worth the risk. He
walked into the forest, found the frog and asked it: “Will you marry me little
frog?”.
“No”, said the frog. The man ran home and measured his dick. Happily he found
that it had shrunk down to 40cm.
The man was so excited about the results that he ran back into the forest and
asked again. “Will you marry me little frog?”
“No”, said the frog. The man ran home and measured his dick. Again he found
that it had shrunk 10cm down to 30cm.
The man was thinking, "20cm, that would be the perfect size" and ran back into
the forest. He met the frog again and asked him again: “Will you marry me little
frog?”
The frog answered him: “Sweet Jesus what is wrong with you? I already told
you NO! NO! NO!”
Vice President Pence was walking past the Lincoln Memorial one night when he heard a ghostly voice saying: “Mr. Vice
President, bring me a horse…..bring me a horse…”
The same thing happened the next evening, and the next and the next. He decided to report the affair to his boss, and the
next night both he and President Trump went down to the Lincoln Memorial together to investigate.
Suddenly the ghostly voice started up again. “You fool. I said bring me a horse – you’ve brought me an ass.”
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon

Tales from the rank - rehashed from #125:
A passenger in a taxi leaned over to ask the driver a question and tapped him on the shoulder. The driver screamed, lost
control of the cab, nearly hit a bus, drove up over the curb, and stopped just inches from a large plate glass window. For a few
moments everything was silent in the cab, then the still shaking driver said, "I'm sorry, you scared the daylights out of me."
The frightened passenger apologized to the driver and said he didn't realize a mere tap on the shoulder could frighten him so
much. The driver replied, "No, no, I'm sorry, it's entirely my fault. Today is my first day driving a cab. I've been driving a
hearse for the last 25 years.”
ononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon
I just popped over to my Grandma's, and you've got to hand it to her. At 96, she
had all the Halloween decorations up, cobwebs and insects in the windows and a
skeleton on the couch.
She always makes a big effort, but there was no answer... I'll pop back next year.
Me and my girlfriend were going to a Halloween party last year and my girlfriend
came down the stairs wearing nothing but boots. I asked her "What are you
supposed to be?"
She said, "Puss in boots."
So I went into the kitchen and put a potato on my penis. When I came back out,
she asked me, "What are you suppose to be?"
I said, "If you can be puss in boots, then I can be a dictator..."
The funeral was over and the distraught man was sobbing his heart out at the
graveside. “Come on Jack,” said his mate, trying to comfort him. “She was a great
wife, but don’t despair. You’re still young enough to love again and in time you’ll
find someone else.”
“Maybe,” replied Jack, “but who am I supposed to f*ck tonight?”

